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QUESTION 1

An organization has multiple VLANs configured to segregate the network traffic. Following is the breakdown of the
network segmentation: 

1.

 Production traffic (10.10.0.0/24) 

2.

 Network backup (10.20.0.0/25) 

3.

 Virtual IP network (10.20.0.128/25) The following configuration exists on the server: 

The backup administrator observes that the weekly backup is failing for this server. Which of the following commands
should the administrator run to identify the issue? 

A. ROUTE PRINT 

B. NETSTAT -A 

C. IPCONFIG /ALL 

D. NET SM 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.toolbox.com/tech/operating-systems/blogs/using-the-route-print-command-in-
windows-7-022310/ 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization is required to set a custom registry key on the guest operating system. 

Which of the following should the organization implement to facilitate this requirement? 

A. A configuration management solution 

B. A log and event monitoring solution 

C. A file integrity check solution 

D. An operating system ACL 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A global web-hosting company is concerned about the availability of its platform during an upcoming event. Web traffic
is forecasted to increase substantially during the next week. The site contains mainly static content. Which of the
following solutions will assist with the increased workload? 

A. DoH 

B. WAF 

C. IPS 

D. CDN 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.globaldots.com/content-delivery-network-explained 

 

QUESTION 4

A systems administrator is creating a playbook to run tasks against a server on a set schedule. 

Which of the following authentication techniques should the systems administrator use within the playbook? 

A. Use the server\\'s root credentials 

B. Hard-code the password within the playbook 

C. Create a service account on the server 

D. Use the administrator\\'s SSO credentials 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A media company has made the decision to migrate a physical, internal file server to the cloud and use a web-based
interface to access and manage the files. The users must be able to use their current corporate logins. 

Which of the following is the MOST efficient way to achieve this goal? 

A. Deploy a VM in a cloud, attach storage, and copy the files across 

B. Use a SaaS service with a directory service federation 

C. Deploy a fileshare in a public cloud and copy the files across 

D. Copy the files to the object storage location in a public cloud 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Users are experiencing slow response times from an intranet website that is hosted on a cloud platform. There is a site-
to-site VPN connection to the cloud provider over a link of 100Mbps. 

Which of the following solutions will resolve the issue the FASTEST? 

A. Change the connection to point-to-site VPN 

B. Order a direct link to the provider 

C. Enable quality of service 

D. Upgrade the link to 200Mbps 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A systems administrator disabled TLS 1.0 and 1.1, as well as RC4, 3DES, and AES-128 ciphers for TLS 1.2, on a web
server. A client now reports being unable to access the web server, but the administrator verifies that the server is
online, the web service is running, and other users can reach the server as well. 

Which of the following should the administrator recommend the user do FIRST? 

A. Disable antivirus/anti-malware software 

B. Turn off the software firewall 

C. Establish a VPN tunnel between the computer and the web server 

D. Update the web browser to the latest version 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A cloud administrator needs to implement a mechanism to monitor the expense of the company\\'s cloud resources.
Which of the following is the BEST option to execute this task with minimal effort? 

A. Ask the cloud provider to send a daily expense report 

B. Set custom notifications for exceeding budget thresholds 

C. Use the API to collect expense information from cloud resources 

D. Implement a financial tool to monitor cloud resource expenses 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A company needs to rehost its ERP system to complete a datacenter migration to the public cloud. The company has
already migrated other systems and configured VPN connections. Which of the following MOST likely needs to be
analyzed before rehosting the ERP? 

A. Software 

B. Licensing 

C. Right-sizing 

D. The network 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A cloud administrator is switching hosting companies and using the same script that was previously used to deploy VMs
in the new cloud. The script is returning errors that the command was not found. Which of the following is the MOST
likely cause of the script failure? 

A. Account mismatches 

B. IP address changes 

C. API version incompatibility 

D. Server name changes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A systems administrator is reviewing two CPU models for a cloud deployment. Both CPUs have the same number of
cores/threads and run at the same clock speed. Which of the following will BEST identify the CPU with more
computational power? 

A. Simultaneous multithreading 

B. Bus speed 

C. L3 cache 

D. Instructions per cycle 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit 
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QUESTION 12

A systems administrator is deploying a GPU-accelerated VDI solution. Upon requests from several users, the
administrator installs an older version of the OS on their virtual workstations. The majority of the VMs run the latest LTS
version of 

the OS. 

Which of the following types of drivers will MOST likely ensure compatibility will all virtual workstations? 

A. Alternative community drivers 

B. Legacy drivers 

C. The latest drivers from the vendor\\'s website 

D. The drivers from the OS repository 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A company that utilizes an IaaS service provider has contracted with a vendor to perform a penetration test on its
environment. The vendor is able to exploit the virtualization layer and obtain access to other instances within the cloud
provider\\'s environment that do not belong to the company. 

Which of the following BEST describes this attack? 

A. VM escape 

B. Directory traversal 

C. Buffer overflow 

D. Heap spraying 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/virtual-machine-escape 

 

QUESTION 14

An organization is hosting a DNS domain with private and public IP ranges. 

Which of the following should be implemented to achieve ease of management? 

A. Network peering 

B. A CDN solution 

C. A SDN solution 
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D. An IPAM solution 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.infoblox.com/glossary/ipam-ip-address-management/ 

 

QUESTION 15

A cloud administrator is designing a multiregion network within an IaaS provider. The business requirements for
configuring the network are as follows: 

1.

 Use private networking in and between the multisites for data replication. 

2.

 Use low latency to avoid performance issues. 

Which of the following solutions should the network administrator use within the IaaS provider to connect multiregions? 

A. Peering 

B. Gateways 

C. VPN 

D. Hub and spoke 

Correct Answer: C 
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